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We have measured microwave frequency, current-driven magnetization dynamics in point contacts made to
Co90Fe10/Cu/Ni80Fe20 spin valves as a function of applied field strength and angle relative to the film plane.
As the field direction is varied from parallel to nearly perpendicular, the device power output increases by
roughly two orders of magnitude while the frequencies of the excitations decrease. For intermediate angles the
excited frequency does not monotonically vary with applied current and also exhibits abrupt, current-dependent
jumps. For certain ranges of current, and applied field strength and direction, the excitation linewidths decrease
to a few megahertz, leading to quality factors over 18 000.
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Current driven excitations in magnetic nanostructures are
expected to be increasingly important as the size of
magnetic-based devices continues to shrink.1,2 At device di-
mensions below a few hundred nanometers, the interactions
between a spin-polarized current and a thin ferromagnetic
film can dominate over the effects of an externally applied
magnetic field.3 Such excitations may have negative conse-
quences for the stability of future generation hard-disk read
heads, but may also lead to methods for current-controlled
switching in nanomagnetic devices, such as magnetic ran-
dom access memory elements. Recent experiments have also
demonstrated the existence of spin-transfer-induced coherent
high frequency microwave excitations.4,5 This class of mi-
crowave oscillator may have potential uses as nanometer
scale high frequency sources compatible with conventional
semiconductor processing.6

We have previously investigated these current-induced
excitations in magnetic point contacts as a function of ap-
plied magnetic fieldH and currentI, for both in-plane and
out-of-plane fields.4 Here we report on the high-frequency
excitations as the direction of the applied field is varied be-
tween these two extremes in order to more fully explore the
range of precessional dynamics excited by the spin-torque
effect. We demonstrate substantially narrower linewidths and
increased output power than previously shown, both being
relevant for potential technological applications. Specifically,
for certain applied field geometries and currents we observe
linewidths below 2 MHz and device output voltage exceed-
ing 10% of the maximum obtainable through the giant-
magnetoresistance(GMR) effect. On average, the dependen-
cies of the excitation frequencies on field strength and angle
are similar to those in ferromagnetic resonance(FMR) mea-
surements, as expected from theory.1 However, their depen-
dence on current is typically more complicated than pre-
dicted by single domain, constant damping simulations based
on Ref. 1.

The studies here were carried out on a lithographically
defined point contact(<40 nm in diameter) made to the top
of a continuous 8mm312 mm spin valve mesa. The spin
valve structure consisted of SiO2/Tas2.5 nmd /Cus50 nmd /
Co90Fe10s20 nmd /Cu s5 nmd /Ni80Fe20s5 nmd /Cus1.5 nmd /

Au s2.5 nmd. The Co90Fe10 is considered the “fixed” layer
M f ixed in terms of the spin-torque effect due to its larger
thickness(volume) and larger saturation magnetization rela-
tive to the “free” Ni80Fe20 layer M free. All data presented
were measured on a single device having a dc resistance of
15 V and a GMR value of 150 mV, although qualitatively
similar results to those presented have been observed in other
devices. The device is current biased so that changes in the
relative orientations of the magnetizations of the two layers
appear as voltage changes across the device due to the GMR
effect. The device is contacted with microwave probes, and a
bias tee is used to separate the injected dc current and the
high-frequency device response. The output is amplified and
measured using a 50 GHz spectrum analyzer. The gain from
the amplifier has been divided out of the presented data. The
center frequenciesf of the excitations are determined from
Lorentzian fits to the measured spectra. All measurements
were performed at room temperature.

In Fig. 1(a) we show the device oscillation frequencies as
a function ofI for several field anglesuH, given relative to
the film plane, for a constant fieldm0H=0.8 T. For in-plane
fields, the frequency output linearly redshifts with current(f
decreases with increasingI), as is generally observed in these
devices for in-plane fields, for all magnitudes ofH.4 As the
angle of the applied field is increased, the excitations typi-
cally appear over a wider range of currents and the depen-
dence off on I becomes more complicated. For the data at
uH=35° a linear redshift is found for low currents. However,
at I =5 mA the slope of the curve df /dI changes sharply and,
although the current-induced redshift persists,f shows sig-
nificant deviations from a linear dependence onI. As the
angle is increased, this initial sharp change in slope becomes
an abrupt jump in the excitation frequency, as shown by the
data foruH=45°, defining two distinct frequency branches in
the f vs I curve. ForuH=55° the precession frequency ini-
tially decreases but then increases(blueshifts) with current
for I .5 mA. At this angle, asI reaches 6.625 mA the ex-
cited mode becomes poorly defined(the excitation linewidth
is several gigahertz and the amplitude strongly decreases),
and we were not able to uniquely determinef for
6.75 mA, I ,7.25 mA. However, asI increases further the
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mode again becomes well defined and blueshifts with cur-
rent.

As the field angle is increased, abrupt jumps in the fre-
quency of the oscillations with increasing current are again
seen. For instance, foruH=65° the oscillation frequency red-
shifts for currents below 6 mA, whereas for higher currents
the oscillations abruptly shift to a higher frequency and show
a blueshift with increasing current. At higher angles similar
multiple jumps in f with I are still seen but with the fre-
quency now showing anoverall blueshift on each of the
individual branches of the curves(seeuH=75°). However,
the frequency does not typically vary linearly, or even mono-
tonically, with I over the entire range of the individual
branches of these curves. For instance, for the middle branch
of the uH=75° data,f shows a blueshift at low current but a
redshift for I .6.75 mA. The same qualitative features de-
scribed above occur over the range of fields studied(0.5 T to
1.1 T) although the particular current and angle at which two
frequency branches are delineated, as well as the detailed
dependence off on I over a particular branch, varies withH.
For a given anglef can, on average, be tuned over a range of
<2 GHz over the currents studied.

As shown in Fig. 1 foruH=65° andI <5.75 mA, the fre-
quency output of the device at a fixed current and field can
be multivalued. This is not hysteretic behavior withf de-
pending on the direction of current sweep, but rather mul-
tiple nonharmonically-related peaks are observed in the spec-
tral output of the device at this particular current and field.
Individual time-sequenced spectra often show the powers in
the individual peaks change significantly from scan to scan
with the power associated with one of the frequencies in-
creasing or decreasing at the expense of the other. We at-
tribute this to the device hopping between distinct preces-
sional trajectories with different oscillation frequencies.
Often each individual peak in a multipeak spectrum has a

linewidth less than 50 MHz. In some cases this hopping be-
havior is not explicitly observed, likely due to our<100 ms
spectral acquisition time that limits direct detection of this
switching behavior to situations in which one of the preces-
sional states has a dwell time of that order or longer.

We performed single-domain simulations of current-
induced dynamics based on a Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equa-
tion modified to include the effects of spin torque.1 The ef-
fects of the time-dependent spin torque on both magnetic
layers in the spin valve as well as those of finite temperature
are included. As we noted previously,4 these simulations only
approximate the present experimental geometry in which a
small electrical contact is made to an extended film. The
simulations were performed over the range of angles and
fields experimentally investigated and show some of the
qualitative features of the observed behavior discussed
above.7 Generally, the simulations indicate that the preces-
sion of M free, initially occurs about its equilibriumsI
=0 mAd direction. As I increases, the precessional cone
angle increases while the precessional frequency decreases.8

As I increases further, the precession acquires a time-
averaged component perpendicular to its equilibrium direc-
tion in the plane defined byH and the equilibrium direction
of M free. In this regime, the precession frequency blueshifts
with current. As this transition from redshift to blueshift oc-
curs, the precession frequency sharply increases and a large
broadening of the linewidth occurs, similar to the features
seen in theuH=55° data. In the simulations, at high currents
M f ixed also begins to precess and a second jump in the pre-
cession frequency of the free layer occurs. The effect of the
fixed layer precession is to increase the precession frequency
of M free. While the measured jumps inf can possibly be
equated with such behavior, many features of the measured
device response are not found in the simulations. For in-
stance, particular angles and fields can yield as many as four
distinct branches inf vs I curves. However, only a maximum
of three have so far been found in the simulations, a redshift-
ing branch and two blueshifting branches(corresponding to
static and precessional motion ofM f ixed). Additionally, we
have measured frequency jumps tolower precessional fre-
quencies with increasingI (seeuH=45° data), which are not
seen in the simulations for any geometry studied. These dis-
crepancies possibly indicate limits to the applicability of
single-domain simulations having constant damping to prop-
erly model point-contact experiments.

In Fig. 1(b) we show the linewidthsDf corresponding to
the data in Fig. 1(a), whereDf is the full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the spectrum in units of power. For clarity
only three different field angles are presented but are repre-
sentative of the entire data set. As shown in the figure, the
linewidths have complicated dependencies on both current
and field angle. Overall the linewidths can vary by nearly
two orders of magnitude even for a single applied field di-
rection and strength. The linewidths are typically not simple
monotonic functions ofI and often show changes correlated
with features in thef vs I curves. For instance, the linewidths
for uH=45° are less than 10 MHz at the lowest currents, then
increase to greater than 50 MHz atI =4.75 mA before drop-
ping again to about 2 MHz and then gradually increasing
with increasingI. In this case the abrupt change in the line-

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Frequency vs current for several dif-
ferent field angles form0H=0.8 T. The FWHM of the spectra are
smaller than the data points.(b) Linewidtbs associated with data
shown in part(a). Both increasing and decreasingI scans are shown
but are not visible on this scale range.
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width correlates with a jump inf with current. BetweenI
=4.75 mA and 5.0 mA, the frequency changes from
24.7 GHz to 24.3 GHz. The abrupt changes in linewidth for
the data atuH=75° also correspond to abrupt changes in the
oscillation frequency. However, in this case the linewidth
increases atI =4.625 mA but decreases atI =7.5 mA. In
many cases, the excitation linewidth undergoes a significant
increase prior to these frequency jumps. However, this is not
always the case, as seen for theuH=75°, I =4.5 mA data.
Occasionally an abrupt frequency shift is not accompanied
by any significant change in linewidth, as shown by the data
for uH=65° andI =6 mA. The average linewidth for all of
the data in Fig. 1(a) is 17.5 MHz.

Figure 2 shows the precession frequency as a function of
both the angle and strength of the applied field. The data
points represent the mean oscillation frequency over a cur-
rent range of 3 mA to 8 mA for a givenuH andH. For small
angles and fixedH, the frequencies change only moderately
with angle. As the field angle is increased, df /du is negative
with monotonically increasing magnitude. The variation
of frequency with H also changes with the angle of
applied field. For instance, foruH=10° we find df /dsm0Hd
=27±0.5 GHz/T, in good agreement with our previous mea-
surements for in-plane fields.4 As the field angle is increased
df /dsm0Hd decreases, reaching a value of 10±0.4 GHz/T
at uH=85°. For comparison, we calculated the FMR
frequencies9 of our device for a number of different angles
and applied fields, assumingm0MCoFe=1.8 T, m0MNiFe
=0.9 T, and a Landé factorg=2 (see line on Fig. 2), which
are the same frequencies observed in the simulations for low
currents. We find qualitative agreement between the mea-
sured and calculated trends in both df /dH and df /duH. For
all fields, the values of the calculated frequencies at small
field angles are about 20% higher than those measured,
whereas at large angles they are about 10% lower than the
measured signals. This behavior is consistent with the pre-
cession angle of the oscillations being significantly larger

than the small angle approximation used for FMR calcula-
tions. Unlike in our previous measurements of a different
device,4 for uH=90° the frequency and power output of this
device becomes highly hysteretic in bothI andH, making a
detailed discussion problematic. This onset of hystersis may
be due to a lack of in-plane anisotropy in the “free” layer, or
to a particular physical and/or magnetic configuration di-
rectly under the contact area. All other qualitative features
reported here have been confirmed to be present in other
devices although the particular currents, frequencies, and as-
sociated linewidths vary from device to device.

For a particular field strength and angle the device output
power is typically a strong function ofI, Fig. 3(a). The
power output generally does not scale asI2, but depends on
the particular frequency branch of the excitation, consistent
with the trajectories ofM free changing with current. Shown
in Fig. 3(b) is the maximumintegrated power output of the
device vs applied field angle. In general, the current yielding
the maximum power output varies withH and uH. For this
device this current varies betweenI =5 mA and 7 mA.
Hence, normalizing the data byI2 does not significantly af-
fect the trend in the plot. The maximum power output of the
device is a strong function of bothH and uH, varying by
roughly two orders of magnitude, from about 1 pW to
0.1 nW, as the field is changed from in-plane to out-of-plane.
For simple circular precession, the GMR signal should fol-
low DR=DRmaxsinsgdsinsbd where DRmax is the maximum
magnetoresistance(MR) signal, g is the angle between the
time averaged values ofM f ixed andM free [generally different

FIG. 2. (Color online) Averagef vs uH for several values ofH.
Error bars represent the maximum and minimumf excited over the
rangeI =3 mA to 8 mA. Error bars not shown at large angles for
clarity but are on average ±0.6 GHz. The solid line shows calcu-
lated FMR frequencies form0H=0.8 T. The inset shows angles dis-
cussed in the text.

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Integrated output power(area under
spectral peak) vs I. For currents having multiple frequencies the
powers in both peaks are included. Data correspond to those of the
same symbol in Fig. 1(a). (b) Maximum integrated power output vs
field angle for several different fields. The line shows the calculated
functional form of the power for constant circular precessional
angle andm0H=0.8 T. (c) Calculated values ofg for several fields.
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from uH, Fig. 3(c)], andb is the precession angle(inset Fig.
2). Hence, for a constant precession angle, the device power
output should monotonically increase withH at a givenuH
and roughly scale as sinsgd at fixed current, over the range of
fields and angles studied here. While the measured power
output does increase withuH, its dependence on angle at
fixed H does not follow such a simple relation[solid line in
Fig. 3(b)]. Furthermore, the power output generally does not
simply increase withH at a given applied field angle, indi-
cating that the excited trajectories are more complicated
functions ofH and I.

The excitation linewidths also strongly vary with current
as well as the applied field direction and strength, and are
quite narrow for particular geometries. For example, Fig.
4(a) shows the excitation spectrum for the device atuH
=30°. A Lorentzian fit to the data yieldsf =34.38 GHz and
Df =1.89 MHz, leading to a quality factor for the oscillation
Q= f /Df =18 200. Narrow linewidths are not exclusive to a

particular applied field direction and strength[see Fig. 1(b)]
but typically occur over a range of currents and field
strengths for a particular direction of the applied field. More-
over, the existence of a narrow linewidth excitation does not
presume small angle(low power output) precession. For in-
stance, Fig. 4(b) shows the spectral output of device with
uH=85°. The integrated output power due to the excitation is
86 pW, corresponding to a peak voltage ofV=93 mV while
the linewidth of the excitation is onlyDf =3.2 MHz. For
comparison, the maximum possible MR derived voltage out-
put of the device for this current is 900mV.

In summary, we have measured the frequency and power
dependencies of current-induced excitations in point contacts
as a function of applied field angle and strength. For inter-
mediate field angles, the precessional frequency and device
output power show complicated dependencies on current.
Abrupt jumps in the excitation frequency are found as well
as the existence of multiple stable precessional states at par-
ticular fields and currents. The power output increases by
roughly two orders of magnitude as the field is varied from
in plane to out of plane, as expected from simple geometrical
arguments. However, the dependence of output power is not
monotonic in either field angle or current, indicating that the
excited trajectories have complicated dependencies on cur-
rent and field. In certain geometries, the linewidth of the
excitation is below 2 MHz leading to oscillations with
Q.18 000. Furthermore, such narrow linewidths are not
limited to small angle(low power) precessional modes.
Many of the qualitative behaviors found in our measure-
ments are not found in single domain simulations.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Spectral output showing a narrow
linewidth and highQ value.(b) Spectral output in a different field
geometry showing a high output power state. For both figuresI
=6 mA. Solid lines are Lorentzian fits.
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